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2014 partnered with Reebok American rapper Kendrick Lamar last week, 17 birthday just over 29 birthday he, recently another joint
news public, select Kendrick Lamar Reebok Classic Leather was fond of, and the continuation of the previous "Blue Red" concept,
hope home two Los Angeles gangs, lame help (Crips help) and blood (Bloods) can also set the model to live together in peace
together, the young rapper. In addition to find Garbstore shop managers Ian Paley created, adding Paley unique "Inside Out"
concept, used as negative thread clothes across the midline, showing usually are hidden beauty, cut the design is just like two gang
opposition, stitched together to say is a complete one, the last words Reebok shoes side white, revealing only the beginning of
Kendrick K, is a knowing smile details. 

Kendrick Lamar x Reebok Classic Leather in July 1st to Reebok foreign official website with the specified size from the shop on sale,
to men's shoes are shoes, priced at $42 to $110, but there is no news of Taiwan. 

source: Sneaker News

if you remember the trend of the early millennium, the Nike Woven series at that time could be said to be the most fiery, including
Footscape, Woven, Air, Woven and so on. And in this year's Paris fashion week, Nike Air Woven x Colette, in a limited way to show
up, people have a hunch, in accordance with the brand in recent years, the operation mode, Air Woven is about to be engraved.
Indeed, a few days ago to see the engraved message black, white and purple colors, this has more color Air Woven on sale news
release. 
Compared to the 
and the first batch of simple and neat black, white and purple color, the launch of the color using a lively 'Multicolor', is to meet the
arrival of the spring taste, and old shoes for fans, Air Woven comeback is definitely an exciting news. The three color is available in
Undefeated days after the start of Taiwan? If there is a sale of publicly listed on the news report will bring you. 

source: Sneaker News

Nike Air Foamposite 'Platinum Pro' this weekend (3/12) listed in Taiwan, we are all prospecting shoe currently has announced the
sale to organize dealers to stay in the Facebook department stores, please contact customer service inquiry function or use of the
official website, the actual selling way and the place to store transaction mechanism please announcement. 

Momentum

source: Nike

holds the sports brand of True Sport Performance core spirit. ASICS opened up a new base in Taipei last week. In September 15th,
Simon store opened grandly, and the new store also launched a series of opening activities. Simon is located in the downtown retail
shopping district, lock the movement of young people to rise, build the ASICS series of new sporting goods stores. During the
opening to the end of September a quarter of 20 percent off, commodity Limited products purchase, gift gifts full fare (spending 2500
yuan will send non-woven shopping bags, full 6000 yuan to bid for the VIP card and bonus movement towel) and other activities, to
provide high-quality products for sports enthusiasts, more detailed information to ASICS the brand's official website or facebook fan
page to understand. 

ASICS Arthur, Simon 

source: ASICS

UNITED ARROWS & SONS and Adidas and joint exposure, shooting from foreign photographer sneakerprophet_ photos that the
choice of type NMD City Sock knee socks for shoes, and previously launched Wool Pack and White Mountaineering for high
similarity, dressed in a black and white shoe bottom in boost phase. But to the inside, by Japanese artist MIKITYPE with unique
styles of calligraphy, a circle arc profile, which are, so that "data leak," and "Tokyo nanomaterials, nanomaterials and Te, no unit with
a rotating & 4.1, the Internet have the Internet have;", are UNITED ARROWS & SONS Adidas and Originals to design elements in
Katakana, near the bottom of EVA stable block and the insoles can see, with shoes full of Oriental wind models, finally end use
translucent material, whether. More details were not yet discovered. UNITED ARROWS & SONS X Adidas; there is no further



commodity information, the only picture exposure, also let the new planning and previous Adidas Consortium announced the Lenovo
space, as the first to look and guess. 

source: sneakerprophet_

player on the pitch and can be said to be proportional to the amount of training, and the Nike Free series has always been the players
good partners in the exercise of this season, especially the MetCon brand in the field of Crossfit and Hyperfeel combined with the
idea of barefoot, and use special durable material with Dynamic Flywire Kurim and the details of the production a portable wear-
resistant outsole equipped with rubber soles, insoles, a thin layer of control does not affect the foot and the ground, build Free
barefoot feeling and super grip performance, the purpose of this section is very simple: than the general training models do not want
more, make you stronger, only this, now in the Nike entity and network stores for sale, priced $150. 

news source: sneakernews

translucent silicone buckle and computer knitting uppers, a special combination of Nike Sock Dart that caused a great topic was
born in 2004, and in the ten years after the return of Nike Sock Dart once again lead to a wave of panic buying craze, but does not
seem to stop the offensive, following the previous design and build "Dark design fragment Loden ',' Obsidian 'and' POOL BLUE 'and'
Black Oreo ', after matching, on the Internet recently once again exposed three new versions, although there is no specific release
information, but for a few times before a friend is a good news. 

source: kicksonfire

How does 
know if a player has become a star? Maybe some phenomena can be seen from the exclusive shoes. Last season, the Blazers into
the playoffs, Damian Lillard can not help, and even in the battle against the Rockets, with a big heart of the lore moves impressive.
Looking back to Taiwan two years ago, the halo has not been obvious, and after years of hardening, it has become a new generation
of ball control nova. Adidas sees his potential and officially launches D Lillard 1 this year. The exterior section refers to the past used
Gil, Zero, etc., even in their first exposure to Instagram and bring rap lyrics activities, so that D Lillard 1 special. This "Rip City"
outsole uses eye-catching camouflage lines, and is sure to attract attention after the official listing in Taiwan. 

source: PIC-SOLE
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